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Heisenberg (1932)

Proton and neutron merge into the nucleon

Masses very similar



Wigner (1932): isotopic spin, thus isospin



Nucleon doublet: I=1/2



Yukawa (1932) and Kemmer (1939): isospin 

triplet I=1



Kaons

20 DECEMBER 1947

Clifford Butler and George Rochester discover the kaon 

first strange particle



Kaons form isospin doublets, just as the 

nucleon



Quarks and QCD



Quarks and QCD, isospin: 



Kaons form isospin doublets, just as the 

nucleon



Isospin is an approximate symmetry of QCD

• Mesonic multiplets (nucleon doublet, pion trioplet, kaon 
doublets). 

• Reactions: if an initial state has a certain (I,Iz), then the 
final state is also such. Indeed, pion-pion, pion-nucleon 
and nucleon-nulceon scattering conserve isospin.

Example: p + p →Λ+ K+ + p (I=Iz=2)

• Isospin symmetry is good, but not exact. Masses of u 
and d not equal (explicit symmetry breaking). 



Example of isospin breaking



Nucleus-nucleus collion with equal numbers of 

protons and neutrons

Iz = 0 (typically also I =0 for each nucleus, thus total isospin also vanishing)



Expected kaon multiplicities



Shmushkevich rule

Uniform stays uniform



Is then the previous 

Argumentation wrong?

No. 

One needs to average.



This is the C-transformed

version fo the previous reaction.

Here, the protons are spectactors 

and the neutrons interact.



Averaging leads to…

Formally: 



Neutral kaons and the ratio RK

+ isospin exact…



NA61 (ongoing, preliminary)

Seems far from 1.

Yet, Q/B<1/2 and, of course, isospin is not exact.
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Theoretical description of a thermal gas

The stable part is “easy”: In first approximation, resonance as stable. 

Then, correcting for width, itneraction,…



Hadron resonance gas vs lattice results



HRG for Q/B=1/2

If we enforce isospin symmetry to be exact, RK = 1 for any energy. 



Exp vs data



Considerations

• Q/B<1/2 favours neutral kaons

• charged kaons are lighter than neutral ones: this favours 

charged kaons

• UrQMD (Hadron-String transport model, fully integrated 

Monte Carlo simulation of nucleus-nucleus simulations) 

agrees with HRG



Theory vs experiment: ratio



Considerations and conclusions

• Theory cannot explain experiment

• Scattering of nuclei with Z=N=A/2 highly desired…

• Easier but equally good? Average over:

• Study other isospin multiplets 

• Non-pertrubative effects? Chiral anomaly 

(Pisarski&Wilczek,…)



Thanks!
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Theoretical description of a thermal gas

The stable part is “easy”: 
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(Simplified) Thermal gas in QCD

It is well known that the ‘dominant’ term is given by pions

(since these are the lightest mesons). 

For simplicity, let us first consider only the pions

and the rho meson. 

The question is: how to treat the rho meson? 
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In the pion gas one performs the sum over all occupation number

(Simplified) Thermal gas in QCD – the pions
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Conclusions

dfjgbjdkfg

rfgsdg

raGTARG
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Thank You
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Heavy-ion collisions

At the freeze-out, the emission of hadrons is well described by thermal models. 

Question: how to include resonances, such as the rho meson? 

Does the f0(500) and his brother, the light k, play a role? 
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Theoretical description of a thermal gas

The stable part is “easy”: 

Yet, how to threat the unstable states (the resonances) ?
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QM derivation of the phase-shift formula


